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Twelve Thousand Students Participate in the 2016 DTU 

Jobs Fair 

 

On June 3rd, DTU collaborated with the Nguoi Lao Dong newspaper to organize the 10th annual Jobs 

Fair. This year’s event was the biggest ever, with 75 companies offering 2,700 jobs to 12,000 local 

students. The objective was to strengthen relationships with business, improve the quality of education to 

satisfy labor market requirements and to create new job opportunities for students. 

  

  

The ribbon cutting ceremony at the 2016 DTU Jobs Fair 

 

Distinguished Teacher Le Cong Co, DTU Provost and President, said: “One of the pressing issues 

nowadays is how to educate and produce a high-quality workforce to meet ever increasing national 

requirements. Over the past ten years, DTU and the Nguoi Lao Dong newspaper have worked together to 

create relationships with local business, research hiring requirements and invite suggestions from 

companies on how we can quickly tune our educational programs to suit their needs. We will continue to 

meet to exchange ideas, discuss current issues and plan our future strategy on how to further improve 

educational quality, how to link education with to practical business needs and how to link training and 

research.” 
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Students ask about hiring details and receive career orientation advice 

 

There were 2,700 job opportunities with the 75 companies at the 2016 DTU Jobs Fair, of which 22% 

were in Economics, 40% were in Hospitality, Finance and Banking, with Engineering accounting for 22% 

and other sectors 16%. In addition to full-time jobs for graduates, many part-time, seasonal and project 

oriented opportunities were offered to students still at university. 

 

Tran Thi Linh Giang, from K19 NAD1, said, “So far, I have applied for several part-time jobs that suit 

my major and capabilities. I have received hiring information and career orientation advice which will 

enable me to formulate a more effective study strategy and understand how I should improve myself to 

meet company requirements.” 

 

The Mercure Danang, the French Village at Bana Hills, the Almanity Hoi An Resort, Axon Active 

Vietnam, Truong Hai Cars, the Saigon Hanoi Bank, Danang Real Estate Management and Exploitation 

JSC were all able to hire high-quality graduates meeting their requirements. They provided hiring 

information, accepted applications, interviewed and selected the leading candidates. 

 

By the end of the fair, companies had received 2,179 student job applications, including 1,957 from DTU. 

Grasping the opportunity to start working right after graduation, new graduate engineers, architects and 

others from universities and colleges around Danang have begun their journeys towards the visualization 

and development of their future careers. 

 

(Media Center) 
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